
Fall 2021 
HYBRID LIVING 
 
After the summer, we anticipate that fall will bring along our “next normal.” Many people will 
be venturing back to their workplaces, and many will still be working from home. We predict 
this will be the beginning of a hybrid lifestyle with the freedom of more flexible schedules. 
 
That’s why our Fall 2021 collection features tailored comfort and performance products that 
feel as at home in the boardroom as they do in the living room. These functional and versatile 
items will be engineered to make you feel comfortable and protected all day (especially when 
you need to commute again in adverse weather). 
 
At first, we’ll “sneak into fall” with a focus on our sneakers that transition from summer into the 
new season. These will include lightweight styles, such as the men’s LifeLite combat boot and 
hiker, and the women’s LifeLite hiker boot. There will also be newness in our iconic Kam for her 
and Liam for him through The Kam Guard and The Liam Guard, and The Kam Resource and The 
Liam Resource – both of which are designed with sustainability in mind, using overstock 
materials. 
 
With commuting back on the agenda (and even more traveling moments), we’re providing 
comfort and performance styles that are versatile and ready for all weathers. Our “Winter 
Warriors” for men include lug-sole Chelsea boots and hikers, bonded wool coats, and a 
herringbone wool puffer. For her, we also have lug-sole Chelsea boots, Chelsea/rain boot 
hybrids, and an updated version of the Rhode combat boot that’s even more lightweight. Up 
top, layers of warmth are provided by a polished topcoat and a corduroy puffer. 
 
We’ve also added elements to create a “mobile comfort zone.” These include an executive 
sweatsuit for him and an edition her, that provides tailored comfort all day long. We’ve also 
continued to update our PPE assortment of masks, shields, and mask accessories for safe 
travels. Plus, we’ve got more Neo-normal backpacks with storage to accommodate all mobile 
office needs. And last, but definitely not least, we have The Wellness Watch – a stylish 
timepiece that gives you peace of mind with features like a heart-rate sensor, body temp 
reader, step counter, and calorie tracker – all neatly packed into modern classic style. 

 
 
 



 


